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Introduction

With industrial transformation and globalization, the service industry has dominated the economic scene of the Hong Kong society, giving rise to an urgent demand for human resources with strong service-oriented qualities [1]. In response to the rising proportion and significance of service industries in contemporary Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Institute of Service Leadership and Management (HKI-SLAM) headed by Po Chung (co-founder of DHL International) developed a service leadership model. To help tertiary institutions in Hong Kong in developing the related curriculum, the Victor and William Fung Foundation funded the Service Leadership Initiative to “develop and produce curriculum and sustainable educational practices that can bring about paradigm shifts in teachers, learners, and citizens’ mindsets and frames of reference about leadership, service, and service leadership” [2].

Leadership is often defined in terms of the influence over a group of people. To illustrate, Yukl [3] conceptualized leadership as a process of influence that allows others to understand and accept what to do and how to do it, as well as a process of mobilizing individual and collective efforts to attain shared goals. Northouse defined it as “a process whereby an individual influences a group of individuals to achieve a common goal” [4, p. 3]. In contrast, HKI-SLAM regards leadership as a service in a broader context. Leadership is seen as “a service aimed at ethically satisfying the needs of self, others, groups, communities, systems, and environments”, in which service in its definition does not simply aim at the wellness of others, but also involves self-serving efforts aimed at ethically improving one’s competencies, abilities, and willingness to help satisfy the needs of others. Furthermore, it conceives service leadership as being “about satisfying needs by consistently providing quality personal service to everyone one comes into contact with, including one’s self, others, communities, systems, and environments”, while a service leader is viewed as “an on-the-spot entrepreneur who possesses relevant task competencies and is judged by superiors, peers, subordinates, and followers as having...
character and exhibiting care in action situations” [2]. As education is an important vehicle leading to change, the HK-SLAM would like to nurture the service mindset in college students who are going to be leaders. Chung [5] was concerned that universities nowadays delivered less training in “people skills” (e.g. a doctor’s comforting an anxious patient) than “product skills” (e.g. a doctor’s curing a disease) in professional education. Hence, he strongly called for “restoring respect to service in all forms” (p. 2) in his recent book entitled Service Reborn.

The term “service leadership” is seldom used in the leadership literature. Apart from the SLAM framework, few researchers promote service leadership in service industries. However, their conceptualizations are different from that of the SLAM framework. For instance, Strother and Grönlund [6] conceived service leadership as a new paradigm that encourages a collective leadership mindset in service management. Accordingly, service leadership is seen as a culture that “empowers the organization to strategize its promises, design its processes, and engage its people in a proactive quest for competitive advantage” [6, p. 65]. This notion focuses on the needs of customers and also emphasizes the role of leadership as an indispensable part in each employee’s work (i.e. everyone can be a leader). Moreover, Schneider et al. [7] regarded service leadership as leadership that entails strong commitment to improving service quality. This kind of leadership fosters a service-focused culture in the organization, which contributes to customer satisfaction and productivity of the organization. However, compared with service leadership within the SLAM framework, these ideologies of service leadership mainly focus on customer service. In brief, service leadership has an objective of “inspiring and sustaining a continual commitment towards achieving a level of service that customers want and for which they are willing to pay” [8, p. 3]. Service leadership within the SLAM framework goes beyond customer service, which incorporates and develops many other characteristics of existing models of leadership.

Although only a few leadership models use service leadership as its brand name, the idea of leadership as a form of service is not a novel concept in the literature. Service leadership within the SLAM framework shares with servant leadership in the mindset of leadership that prioritizes service rather than influence over others [9]. Congruent with servant leadership [10], service leadership concerns the needs of the followers, which entails a commitment to the growth of the followers and exerts influence through service. Service leadership within the SLAM framework also integrates characteristics of other extant models of leadership. It emphasizes the possession of morality and caring disposition as a leader, which aligns with the notions of ethical [11], transformational [12], and spiritual leadership [13]. However, service leadership is distinctive from these models of leadership, which is manifested in the seven core beliefs and major principles regarding the determinants of leadership effectiveness. The HKI-SLAM proposed seven core beliefs (CBs), each of which indicates a significant paradigm shift in a frame of reference about leadership.

### Seven core beliefs

CBs that underlie leadership affect leadership behavior, such as decision-making and problem-solving [14]. How leaders think about their leadership role and business operation would also shape their competencies [15]. How a leader thinks largely influences how he/she behaves as a leader. Therefore, in order to develop the service leadership qualities of college students, the initial step is to cultivate a leadership mindset. It is worth noting that HKI-SLAM allows challenges of the core beliefs. Hence, students are encouraged to discuss their ideas of and share their understanding of each core belief. The seven core beliefs are presented below with elaboration based on the framework of SLAM education [2]. The term “service leadership” mentioned below specifically refers to service leadership within the SLAM framework.

**CB1: “Leadership is a service aimed at ethically satisfying the needs of self, others, groups, communities, systems, and environments”**.

The old paradigm of leadership contends that leadership is a means to “obtaining one’s own fame and fortune” or to lead those who are “below” oneself. In contrast, service leadership believes that the basic premise of leadership is to serve. Service is not limited to the traditional service industries such as catering services. Chung [5] defined service as “any activity characterized primarily by human interaction, including interaction via electronic means that satisfies a need” (p. 3). Accordingly, bankers, engineers, lawyers, teachers, and people in all kinds of industries are considered servers. Furthermore, while servant and transformational leadership primarily emphasize serving the wellness of the followers and encouraging people to transcend self-interest for the sake of organization [15, 16], respectively, service leadership extends the range of service to three realms: self, others, and systems (e.g. community, society and environment).
The old paradigm believes that leadership is merely owned by the people who are in a higher position or who have already possessed leadership traits and competences (i.e. top-down leadership). However, service leadership believes that anyone can be a leader or has the potential to be a leader. One could perform numerous service transactions involving leadership acts everyday—ranging from simple self-serving personal improvement (e.g. self-leadership) to complex service activities (e.g. managing an organization). Anyone can practice or improve his/her leadership skills in these service transactions. For example, a security guard has to help a crowd escape to a safe place when there is a fire. A hall tutor has to persuade a student who attempts to commit suicide to think of the value of his/her life. In sharp contrast to the previous notion that leadership education is only provided for the elite [17], SLAM education is designed for every college student who has the potential to be a leader.

CB3: “Leadership effectiveness is dependent on possessing relevant situational task competencies plus being judged by superiors, peers, and subordinates as possessing character and exhibiting care”.

Traditionally, the emphasis is placed on competencies (e.g. management skills) or expertise when delivering leadership education in college students [17]. While the traditional approach is well applicable to an industrial society where the manufacturing industry occupies a central role, it does not apply to a post-industrial society where service industry is booming. In contemporary society, leadership effectiveness does not only depend on power and possession of relevant task competencies, but also focuses on the leader’s moral character and caring disposition judged by the followers or service recipients. The basic assumption is that service-provider (i.e. server) himself/herself is the service. This core belief is in line with the extant literature documenting that a customer’s perception of a service provider’s moral behavior (e.g. ethical sales behavior) [18] and caring disposition (e.g. empathy) [19] positively influences the customer’s trust in that service provider, further influencing customer loyalty or commitment. It also echoes the research indicating the important role of morality and caring behavior in followers’ trust in leaders and leadership effectiveness [20–22]. HKI-SLAM calls for equal or even stronger emphasis on cultivating moral character and nurturing caring disposition among college students, in addition to the existing training in competencies.

Servant leadership conceptualizes service as other-oriented activity that satisfies the needs of others [9, 10]. In contrast, service leadership additionally believes in the importance of serving oneself by self-leadership. Chung [5] believed that “a leader is unable to optimize his or her ability to lead others well unless he or she is healthy in mind, body, and spirit”. In order to provide high quality service, endeavor of self-improvement should be made including nurturing developmental assets as well as preparing oneself to serve the needs of others. Specifically, this self-improvement accumulates resource for one to serve and to lead others, which includes the following:
- Service competencies (knowledge, skills, values, and attitudes);
- Leadership competencies (knowledge, skills, values, and attitudes);
- Domain-specific competencies (specialized knowledge and skills);
- Character strengths (virtuous thinking and behavior);
- Physical, mental, and spiritual health;
- Social networks (family, loyal friends, allies);
- Material resources (wealth and prestige items); and
- Willingness (prosocial values, attitudes, and behavior).

This notion is in contrast to the traditional leadership models that simply assume that individuals inherit the so-called desired leadership traits (e.g. personality, motive, skills, values), which are not owned by others; hence they do not need to improve [3, 23]. Many contemporary researchers challenged this inherent or trait-like perspective of leadership. They regarded leadership as a process or re-interpreted trait of leadership as malleable [4, 24, 25]. HKI-SLAM also shares the incremental perspective and calls for lifelong endeavor to improve one’s competencies, abilities and willingness to serve. In addition, HKI-SLAM believes that self-improvement is not only a service for leaders themselves, but also prepares leaders to provide quality service to others.

CB5: “Service leadership is about consistently providing high quality personal service to everyone that one comes into contact with, including one’s self”.

Similar to CB3, a leader’s competence, character, and caring disposition perceived by followers or service-recipients largely influence the latter’s perception of quality of service and effectiveness of leadership, because
it may boost or dampen loyalty and commitment towards the leader. Authority figures or powerful persons who display behaviors that undermine the well-being of subordinates or customers cannot effectively lead others. Therefore, a leader must consistently provide high quality service to each person he/she encounters. Consistency is important because trust in leaders is accumulated over time through the past satisfactory services (reliability and trustworthiness). Moreover, despite an acknowledged requirement of high quality in service provision, traditional service provision is about delivering “one-size-fits-all” service to customers. In contrast, personal service proposition that fits each individual that one interacts is highlighted in the SLAM framework.

CB6: “Service leadership is the world’s oldest, most competitive, and longest surviving business model”. 

Though the term “service leadership” is rarely documented in the extant literature, the idea of service leadership is not invented nowadays. According to the SLAM framework, collaborative service-focused thinking and action is the world’s oldest and longest surviving competitive group model. In the remote era, human beings have evolved an innate “moral intuition” and an instinctive disposition to serve, which has enhanced the likelihood of collective survival afterwards [26–27]. However, HKI-SLAM pointed out that the innate moral intuition was undermined during the industrial age. As goods-based business models overrode service-focused thinking and behavior over the past years, it is high time to re-establish the education of college students with regard to relevant moral character and caring disposition.

CB7: “High-paying, high status leadership positions and management promotions will go to people who have domain-specific knowledge and skills plus service leadership competencies, character strengths, and a caring social disposition”.

In the industrial era, people who were productive in manufacturing enjoyed high income and position. Nonetheless, in the post-industrial era in which the service-oriented industry is rewarded, college graduates who are equipped with expertise and service leadership qualities (competencies, character and caring disposition) will have high-paying jobs, high-ranking administrative positions, or promising promotional prospects in their organizations. On the one hand, “personal prosperity in Hong Kong is influenced by one’s ability to provide quality service to all of the people one comes into contact with” [2]. On the other hand, there are monetary and spiritual benefits of being a service leader.

**Major components of service leadership (E=MC²)**

According to the SLAM framework, competencies of leadership, moral character, and caring disposition are regarded as three major components that determine leadership effectiveness (i.e E=MC²). This formula suggests the inevitable role of competencies, moral character, and caring disposition in determining leadership effectiveness. More importantly, HKI-SLAM adopts an incremental mindset [28] regarding the determinants of leadership effectiveness, which asserts that these attributes are malleable and can be improved. Therefore, it is possible, and even necessary, to nurture students to be competent, moral, and caring when practicing leadership.

First, an effective service leader possesses multiple leadership competencies. According to competency models, competency refers to specific knowledge, skills, abilities, and characteristics required to perform a role effectively in a given organization [29]. There are four typical categories of competency of leadership [24]: 1) intrapersonal competency (e.g. emotional regulation), 2) interpersonal competency (e.g. building and maintaining positive social relationship), 3) business competency (e.g. coordination and operation), and 4) leadership competency (e.g. empowering a group of people). Notwithstanding numerous competencies being regarded as vital to leadership [24, 30], HKI-SLAM believes in the importance of three distinctive types of competencies [2], namely, service competency, leadership competency, and task competency. Service competency pertains to the readiness, willingness, and capacity to offer the most appropriate and satisfactory service in a particular context. Leadership competency refers to the capacity of using appropriate and satisfying ways to lead people to achieve a personal or a group goal, to solve a social problem, or to satisfy a specific need. Aside from the capacity to lead others, leadership competency includes abilities of leading oneself to improve one’s readiness, willingness, and capacity to satisfy the needs of others. Finally, task competency denotes the possession of adequate expertise knowledge, skills, values, and attitudes to perform a task or satisfy a need in a certain context.

Aside from competencies, moral character and caring disposition are perceived as important determinants of leadership effectiveness. Service leadership contends that people with moral character and a caring disposition are generally friendly and trustworthy, or at least non-threatening. The leaders who lack moral character or caring disposition can hardly develop strong, positive social
relationships. Leaders with moral character can differentiate what is right from what is wrong and then act ethically based on such judgment. Meanwhile, leaders having a caring disposition concern themselves with wellness of self, others, groups, and systems, which are under their influence.

Possession of moral character and caring disposition has been identified as characteristics of other leadership styles despite their distinctive emphases. Spear [31] distinguished ten essential characteristics of servant leadership, which include listening (i.e. communicating and seeking to identify others’ need) and empathy (i.e. standing in others’ shoes) that indicate caring of followers. According to Russell and Stone [32], honesty and integrity, credibility and trust must be highlighted, as these reflect the moral character of leaders. Similarly, in van Dierendonck’s [10] summary of servant leadership characteristics, the moral character of authenticity, which refers to acting consistently with one’s inner thoughts and feelings, is highlighted [33]. Transformational leaders also care about and observe moral code. Transformational leaders have to serve as role models who are admired, respected, and imitated by followers; thus, they should demonstrate moral character, such as integrity [34]. They also show individual consideration toward followers, which encompasses the concern for and acceptance of individual needs and differences. Morality and care are also highlighted as desirable characteristics of, but not limited to, ethical leadership [11], spiritual leadership (e.g. altruistic love) [13], and authentic leadership [35].

Empirically, the leadership style incorporating moral character and caring disposition showed abundant positive follower outcomes (e.g. follower motivation and satisfaction with leaders) and leader outcomes (e.g. leadership effectiveness) [10, 11, 36, 37]. Specifically, extant research has suggested that the caring behavior and moral character of leaders themselves are associated with plenty of positive leadership outcomes [20–22, 38]. To illustrate, leadership empathy and leaders’ ethical values uniquely predicted heightened quality of leader-member exchange (high quality involving trust, liking, and respect) through relations-oriented behavior (e.g. providing psychological support to followers or developing their skills) [20]. Given the significance of moral character and caring disposition in leadership effectiveness, it is important to arouse student concern over these attributes, in addition to developing their leadership competencies.

In short, at the beginning of service leadership education, students should be aware of the beliefs and values of service leadership. Instilling a mindset of service is important in developing leadership traits [39]. Through embracing and internalizing the beliefs and values of service leadership, students would be motivated and willing to provide service that satisfies one’s needs and those of others and the system to which they belong. Therefore, this lecture is designed to provide students with a basic understanding of the seven core beliefs and major assertions of the SLAM framework, with specific reference to the three major components (competencies of leadership, moral character, and caring disposition) in effective service leadership.

**Lecture content**

“To serve others before ourselves” is the central idea of service leadership. Serving others provides a means by which a leader empowers others to accomplish the collective goals. In this lecture, the seven core beliefs of service leadership are introduced. The major components of effective service leadership are also explained.

There are several intended learning outcomes of this lecture. After this lecture, students will be able to: (a) understand the seven core beliefs about service leadership; (b) appreciate the key components of effective service leadership (E=MC²); (c) recognize the importance of leadership competencies, moral character and caring disposition in successful leadership; and (d) explore ways to develop leadership competences, moral character, and caring disposition.

In this lecture, class activities, including group discussion (role play), self-reflection, and drawing are used in addition to lecture. The lecture plan is presented below in Table 1.

The lecture begins with a warm-up activity to draw students’ attention to the nature and features of quality service. Two pieces of news concerning unqualified service are presented (Appendix 1). The first piece describes a doctor who is suspended practice due to misleading advertisements. The second reports a cooking oil company that is found selling products containing carcinogenic substance. Students are asked to identify any bad service involved and provide relevant reasons. The teacher also guides students in formulating a criterion for good service in the respective cases. Students are reminded that both the doctor and the cooking oil company take a leading role in their respective fields but have shown ineffective leadership. The teacher wraps up the warm-up activity by introducing the lecture theme.

In the first part of the lecture, the key knowledge point presented comprises the seven core beliefs in service
Table 1: Lecture plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part 1: Definitions and theories of service leadership (including the seven core beliefs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Warm-up activity: “Good service vs. Bad service?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Role play: “Do you understand the core belief?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2: Major components of service leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Drawing activity: “Draw it out”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 3: Importance and consequence of service leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Self-reflection exercise: “Will I become a Service Leader?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 4: Conclusion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Introducing the seven core beliefs, the teacher asks questions to prompt students’ thoughts about the subject matter. In order to contrast the traditional paradigm with the service leadership paradigm, we prepare two sets of questions (Table 2). We first ask a question that prompts students to think about the paradigm of leadership (i.e. old paradigm question). Then we clarify the questions and emphasize the paradigm shift of leadership. Afterwards, we ask another question to deepen students’ understanding of the core beliefs (i.e. new paradigm question).

Table 2: The questions used in teaching seven core beliefs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core beliefs</th>
<th>Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core belief 1 Leadership is a service aimed at ethically satisfying the needs of self, others, groups, communities, systems and environments.</td>
<td>Old paradigm question: What does a leader look like? Like a king having many people serving round him/her? New paradigm question: What kind of service can a leader provide?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core belief 2 Everyday, every human occupies a position of leadership and possesses the potential to improve his/her leadership quality and effectiveness.</td>
<td>Old paradigm question: Can I be a leader? New paradigm question: Can you identify any personal acts of leadership you performed in the past week? Where (individual, family, school, community)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core belief 3 Leadership effectiveness is dependent on possessing relevant situational task competences plus being judged by superiors, peers, and subordinates as possessing character and exhibiting care.</td>
<td>Old paradigm question: Will people accept my leadership? New paradigm question: Do you think it is important to possess character and demonstrate care for a leader in your professional field (e.g. Engineering, IT, Science, etc.)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core belief 4 Service includes self-serving efforts aimed at ethically improving one’s competences, abilities, and willingness to help satisfy the needs of others.</td>
<td>Old paradigm question: Am I ready to be a leader? New paradigm question: Do you think it is important to improve the self? How often do you seek ways to reflect on and improve yourself?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core belief 5 Service leadership is about consistently providing high quality personal service to everyone that one comes into contact with, including one’s self.</td>
<td>Old paradigm question: Can I provide service regardless of quality? New paradigm question: What kind of service is a high quality service provided by leaders in your professional field?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core belief 6 Service leadership is the world’s oldest, most competitive, and longest surviving business model.</td>
<td>Old paradigm question: Is Service Leadership a new model? New paradigm question: Does Service Leadership enhance the survival of cooperative group?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core belief 7 High-paying, high status leadership positions and management promotions will go to people who have domain-specific knowledge and skills plus service leadership competencies, character strengths, and a caring social disposition.</td>
<td>Old paradigm question: Who can get higher payment and higher position? New paradigm question: What kind of job you want to take after graduation? In order to take that job, which component of Service Leadership you need to improve?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
self, others, groups, communities, systems and environments”), we ask students what a leader looks like and if he/she acts like a king having many people serving around him/her. Contrasting with this typical image of a leader, we highlight that service leaders prioritize serving others’ needs. To help students differentiate a service-provider from a service-leader, we guide them to think of what kind of service (e.g. managing the organization) a leader must provide in the “new paradigm question”. Another knowledge point worth highlighting is that there are three realms of service, namely, self, others, and systems. Contrasting with the traditional concept of service that targets at others, HKI-SLAM believes service can be provided for the self, others, and systems.

For CB2 (i.e. “Everyday, every human occupies a position of leadership and possesses the potential to improve his/her leadership quality and effectiveness”), there are two main points to be conveyed to the students. The first is that everyone can be a leader. The second views that service transactions range from simple (tutoring a younger relative) to complex (e.g. managing a country) and people can practice leadership in these service transactions. Students are invited to identify their personal acts of leadership in daily life; this activity heightens their awareness of daily leadership behavior and helps them strengthen their efficacy to be a service leader.

For CB3 (i.e. “Leadership effectiveness is dependent on possessing relevant situational task competences plus being judged by superiors, peers, and subordinates as possessing character and exhibiting care”), there are two main knowledge points. First, there are three determinants (i.e. leadership competencies, moral character, and caring disposition) influencing leadership effectiveness. Second, service leadership places stronger emphasis on strengthening leaders’ moral character and caring disposition. As moral character and caring disposition are not salient leadership characteristics in some professions (e.g. engineering, science, information technology), the teacher guides students to consider if this core belief also applies to leaders in these professions.

For CB4 (i.e. “Service includes self-serving efforts aimed at ethically improving one’s competences, abilities, and willingness to help satisfy the needs of others”), two main knowledge points are illustrated. First, service leaders provide service for themselves, including self-improvement. Second, service leaders need to improve their competencies, abilities, and willingness to help satisfy the needs of others, with more elaboration in the aspect of willingness.

For CB5 (i.e. “Service leadership is about consistently providing high quality personal service to everyone that one comes into contact with, including one’s self”), two knowledge points are explained. First, consistency and high quality of service are highlighted as they influence the recipients’/followers’ judgment, loyalty, and commitment towards leaders. Next, high quality service may vary across professions. Although some characteristics (e.g. trustworthiness, problem-solving skills) are necessary for leaders in different occupations, each profession has its unique requirement and context. As such, students are guided to imagine what the high quality service delivered by a leader looks like in their aspiring profession.

For CB6 (i.e. “Service leadership is the world’s oldest, most competitive, and longest surviving business model”), it is emphasized that service leadership is adaptive because it enhances the survival of the cooperative group.

For CB7 (i.e. “High-paying, high status leadership positions and management promotions will go to people who have domain-specific knowledge and skills plus service leadership competencies, character strengths, and a caring social disposition”), two major knowledge points are noteworthy. First, high salary and position belong to those who have service leadership competencies, character, and care. Next, there are monetary and spiritual benefits for a service leader.

In order to facilitate students’ understanding of the core beliefs, we invite them to roleplay the core beliefs (see Worksheet 1). Specifically, each group is assigned to demonstrate a core belief. Students discuss with their group members to find an example that best illustrates that core belief. We then invite students to act out the core belief under focus. This activity helps students visualize the abstract concept and relate it to daily life. The teacher rounds up by concluding that each core belief can be applied to real life situations.

The second part of the lecture mainly illustrates the major components of service leadership (E=MC2). However, as this is the beginning phase of acquiring these three influential components of service leadership, our goal is to provide students with a basic understanding of what competencies, moral character, and caring disposition are.

A drawing activity is also utilized to facilitate students’ understanding of these three components. The teacher assigns each group with one component and asks them to draw a picture accordingly. Students can draw any image that comes to mind in relation to the target component. They will then share their pictures and explain their understanding of the component based on their drawings.
The third part of the lecture illustrates the importance and consequence of service leadership. Two knowledge points are noted here. The first one highlights the atmosphere of organization where all people are service leaders, while the second emphasizes the mutual influence exercised by service leaders and their followers.

This lecture aims to highlight the core beliefs and basic assertions of the service leadership model. In the last activity, the teacher asks students to reflect on themselves including their values, aspiring profession, strengths, and weaknesses that would influence their pursuit of a career (see Worksheet 2). This activity helps students gain a better understanding of themselves so that they would have a clearer idea of what they need to learn and improve in the future. This lecture is ended by sharing an image of a service leader—a person with a brilliant brain, a warm heart, and excellent moral character.

Conclusion

This lecture is designed to increase students’ understanding of the basic concepts and assertions of the service leadership model developed by the Hong Kong Institute of Service Leadership and Management. Specifically, the seven core beliefs and three major components of effective service leadership are presented. This lecture provides a theoretical framework that guides students’ further learning of the concept of service leadership. Afterwards, the lectures will continue to illustrate each core belief and nurture students’ development with respect to the three major components of service leadership.

Acknowledgments: The service leadership research project at The Hong Kong Polytechnic University is financially supported by the Victor and William Fung Foundation.

Appendix 1

– News 1: Doctor has been suspended practice over misleading advertisements.
  A doctor has been suspended for 8 months after the Medical Council found him guilty of making misleading claims over the promotion of beauty treatment. Michael Yam arrived at the Medical Council this afternoon for the verdict. Yam was found guilty of 16 counts of professional misconduct. The council heard that Yam helped establish local beauty centres, I-Sky Beauty as well as Medical and Phototherapy Beauty Centre. He actively helped to promote these centre services and products in magazines, radio programmes, leaflets, and advertisements between 2008 and 2010. The council found that the benefits of the promoted items were exaggerated and some were even false.

– News 2: Cooking oil from Beidahuang company has been found containing cancer-causing substance.
  Two samples of cooking oil taken from Beidahuang Oil and Fat (Hong Kong) Limited in Tuen Mun were found to contain the cancer-causing substance, benzopyrene. The level exceeds safety standards on the mainland and in the European Union. Beidahuang said they did not import the oil but was just doing the packaging for customers. Health authorities are trying to trace the source of cooking oil that has been found to contain the cancer-causing substance. Samples of the oil were taken from factories in Tuen Mun and Kwai Chung. But they obtained certification from the customer which showed that the oil is suitable for human consumption.
Worksheet 1 (sample)

Do you understand the belief?

Core Belief 2:
Everyday, every human occupies a position of leadership and possesses the potential to improve his/her leadership quality and effectiveness.

1. Based on your knowledge or past experience, think of scenarios that can appropriately reflect this belief.

2. Discuss with your group members and act out the scenarios.
   Please note that you can write a script to narrate the story. For the students who act out the scenarios, you can use body language only to show the scenarios. Please do NOT use the word “service” in your script. Other classmates will guess the belief from your performance.

Worksheet 2

Will I become a SERVICE LEADER

Do you want to be a successful leader in your future career field? The premise is that you have to understand yourself first.

How could you lead others without understanding yourself?

The following questions will help you understand yourself better.

1. To you, what are the most important values and principles?

2. What do you want to be after graduation?

3. What personal strengths do you possess that will help you achieve your goals (e.g., knowledge, skills, personality, spirit, etc.)?

4. In regard to E=MC², which components do you want to improve most?
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